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Hometown Hospitality

Creating the restaurant experience at home.

In January, we had whipped coff ee; in March, frantically hoarded 
spaghetti; April was sourdough starters which eased into 
focaccias; and in July some of us realised we’d been cooking 
rice the wrong way all along. In a year that has seen time lose any 
sense of defi nition, it has been food which has reenergised our 
living spaces and punctuated months of home schooling, Zoom 
calls and life spent indoors. 

This fi xation on home cooking refl ects the fi lling of a hospitality 
void, a migration from metropolitan bars and suburban diners 
to the comfort of lounge rooms and island benches. With social 
distancing the mantra of 2020, our homes have presented an 
alternative to going out: a place to gather, to connect and to host 
our nearest and dearest. 

In this pursuit of homeward hospitality, not all spaces are 
created equal. With connectivity the name of the game, open-
plan living has become the peak of desirability. Here, the art of 
cooking becomes a hospitable thing, an experience shared with 
kids, parents and friends. 

Nowhere is this more apparent than in a recently completed 
multi-residential development in the leafy Melbourne suburb of 
Toorak. While conceived long before our current global situation, 

The Springfi eld provides an architectural antidote to lockdowns and 
our “new normal”. Designed by K2LD Architects for Chapter Group, 
this boutique apartment block heroes home-style hospitality, with a 
design that puts the kitchen, and its Zip HydroTap, in the spotlight. 

Inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling Water, The Springfi eld’s 
appeal starts from the street. Sheathed in vertical foliage, the 
building appears to fl oat above a garden of lush greenery, an 
ode to biophilic modernism that hints at the kind of apartments 
that lie inside. 

For K2LD, it was the plot that inspired the build, with their fi rst 
site visit immediately conjuring visions of expansive apartments 
that would be quiet, peaceful and drenched in natural light. As the 
building evolved, so did the design itself, with commercial and 
design narratives intertwining to create a space that is – at its core – 
utterly liveable. Imagining themselves and their personal networks 
as potential clients, K2LD pushed the boundaries of apartment life, 
with careful consideration going into each decision.

The end result is a selection of expansive, private apartments 
that are welcoming and warm. Varying in footprint from two to three 
bedrooms (and two penthouses), each individual space is luxuriously 
oversized, off ering open plan living in a palette that speaks to the 
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A Zip HydroTap epitomises eff ortless 
entertaining in The Springfi eld’s apartments

natural Australian landscape. Natural wooden fl oorboards and 
bespoke joinery bring the spaces together, off ering a sense of 
refi nement that match the execution of the façade.

Key to The Springfi eld’s success is a fl oorplan that unfolds itself 
around a centralised kitchen hub. Providing an anchor point for 
each apartment, the kitchens lay the foundation of the overall 
design ethos, creating an architectural dialogue that builds 
intimacy amongst generous spaces. 

Designed by Vincent Van Duysen for Molteni Dada, the kitchen 
was handpicked by K2LD on a trip to Salone del Mobile in Milan. On 
completion, The Springfi eld was the fi rst development to feature the 
kitchen outside of its home country of Italy. Finished in deep natural 
timbers with a fi ve-metre marble bench top and breakfast bar, this 
is a kitchen with hospitality at its core, seamlessly combining food 
preparation and entertaining areas into a single, communal zone. 

More than just a space to look at, it’s the kitchen’s technology that 
positions it as a true alternative to going out. Designed to facilitate 

a hybrid of cooking, conversation and entertaining, the space 
features a full butler’s pantry, fi ve-metre marble bench top and state 
of the art appliances, including a Zip HydroTap Elite. Off ering instant 
boiling, chilled and sparkling fi ltered water, the HydroTap echoes 
the apartment’s commitment to quality and design-led products, all 
while ensuring convenience, sustainability and hydration are within 
arm’s reach of current and future residents. 

For The Springfi eld, the kitchen speaks to a model of living that 
facilitates connection. Keeping the kitchen as the anchor point 
for the apartment ensures a lifestyle that can provide for people, 
whether they be residents or visitors. In a year that has brought 
challenges to our lives and our architecture, this model has never 
been more important: allowing us to fi nd solitude in our private 
spaces but community and conversation in our shared ones. It is in 
spaces like these that our path forward becomes tangible, where 
ways to pass the time evolve from mere cooking fads to a new vision 
of hospitality in the home.
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